Green Valley - Vital Force Emails
Email 1 subject lines:
1. Do THIS to overtake your grandkids on hikes
2. The KEY to peak lung and immunity health
3. Feel more energized without exercise
4. Go back to leaping up stairs like a gazelle
5. The REAL reason we get tired with age

Over 80,000 studies reveal the KEY to peak
lung and immune health.
It’s not vitamin D, vitamin C or even nitric oxide. Yet it’s a
deficiency that can be FIXED starting in one hour.

Why do we get more out of breath as we age?
Puffing and panting up the stairs... when we’d leap up them
like a gazelle when we were younger?
Sure, weaker muscles is a factor.
But there’s another reason at play: A deficiency of a KEY
molecule.
A molecule needed to keep the air sacs and airways of your
lungs clear of debris... so that every gulp of air feeds your
body with life giving oxygen.
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And a molecule that ALSO puts out fires of inflammation…
hunts down free radicals… and wipes out toxic invaders like
an elite assassin squad.
So you see, it’s no wonder over 80,000 studies now say this
molecule is the KEY to peak lung and immunity health:
● The University of Michigan found it accounts for nearly a
QUARTER of all factors that decide whether we age in
robust good health, or go downhill fast.
● People enjoying active lifestyles in their golden years
have 11 times more of this molecule than those
struggling through the day on a daily cocktail of pills.
But here’s the thing…
Levels of this life enhancing molecule plummet after age 40.
In fact, by age 60 you may have HALF the amount you
enjoyed in your energetic 20s.
This explains why flights of stairs look more daunting…
We can’t enjoy hikes with the grandkids without struggling to
keep up...
And we become more fearful of colds and flu.
Now here’s the good news...
A good friend of mine - Dr. Russell Canfield - has found a way
of revitalizing this molecule starting in one hour.
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It doesn’t involve breathing into a mask or any dangerous
drugs.
Yet his method is helping his patients embrace life again with
healthier lungs, a recharged immunity shield, and boundless
energy.
Even better, Dr. Canfield has agreed to share his discovery
with you in the following article:
Click here to find out how this new natural breakthrough
in peak lung and immune health helps you grow younger,
healthier, and more energized!
Email 2
Subject lines focused on immunity:
1. Recharges the immunity shield starting in one hour
2. Invader proof your immune system! Here's how...
3. Immunity recharger nobody's talking about... YET
4. 5 second hack for recharging your immunity shield
5. NEW - Doctor endorsed immunity shield recharger

Immunity Shield Recharging Molecule Found to Be
5,000% More Potent than Any Other
Discover a doctor endorsed method for replenishing stores
starting in one hour

We hear a lot about boosting the ‘immunity shield’ these days.
But what does that even mean?
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What is the ‘immunity shield’ exactly?
One way to describe it is a security blanket. A blanket that
protects the lungs and neutralizes invaders before they do us
harm.
This security blanket is made from one KEY molecule.
No, it's not nitric oxide. But a molecule that’s 5,000 times
stronger than any other antioxidant in your body. In fact, over
80,000 studies show this molecule is the KEY to peak lung
and immune health.
But here’s the thing...
After age 40, levels of this molecule plummet.
Without enough of this molecule, the security blanket
protecting your lungs can get holes. Holes which nasty toxins
can sneak through… sabotage your lungs... and attack your
immune defenses from the inside.
Now here’s the good news…
Anti-aging specialist Dr. Canfield has found a 5 second hack
for replenishing this security blanket molecule.
His method doesn’t involve dangerous drugs or strenuous
exercise. Yet it can help protect the lungs, seal any holes in
your immunity shield, and wipe out toxic invaders around the
clock.
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Dr. Canfield’s patients now use this method to feel younger,
healthier and more energized.
And it’s proven so successful, Dr. Canfield has agreed to
share his discovery with you in the following article:
Click here to find out how Dr. Canfield’s 5 second method for
recharging the immunity shield can help you feel younger,
healthier and more energized starting in one hour
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